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' Nagging doubts about the Warren 
cone reports on the assassin- 
“"“¥tion of President John F. Kennedy 
“Are being explored in a massive stu- 

7, ay. at the UCLA law school. 
ink “Directing the project is Prof. Wes- 
4 ey J.. Liebeler, who served as an 
‘assistant counsel on the commis- 
sd He staff. Twenty law students, 

most of them in their third year, are 
" participating. ‘ 

paicaad ” Each has. been assigned a particu- 
topic in the report. They will go 

rough the record, analyze the 
evidence on both sides and perhaps 

Liebeler saig Epstein, who: 

his book originally as a master's | 

suggest what the commission should 
have gone into more thoroughly. 

Results of the seminar will serve 

as the basis for some of the things to 
be said in a book which Liebeler 

plans to write. 
Liebeler frankly admits the study 

was spawned by two books critical 
of the Warren report—"Rush to 

‘ Judgment," by attorney Mark Lane, 
and "Inquest," by Edward Jay Ep- 
stein. 

Although Liebeler himself has 
been critical. of some of the things 

pre ress 

' lier. ats ‘aif LOTS “Rie: 

sis in government at Cornell Univer- 
sity, was overwhelmed by the sti 
caused and hag since been conviric 
to abandon some of his contentiog 

" "What is needed at this po 
said Liebeler, ,fis one piece of 
which sets forth both sides obfi 
tively. Lane Gpesn't. Epstein 4 
n't. 

"There is eqyiderice in the re 
not entirely reflected in the te 
the Warren report. That do 
mean it wasn'tyconsidered. 

“It needs ta.be put in one 8 
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book, he is thoroughly in accord 
with the commission findings. 

And he is appaled at the nature of — 
the attacks questioning the conclu- 
sion that Lee Harvey Oswald was 
the assassin and acted alone. . 

Liebeler and his fellows on the 
commission staff are particularly in- 
‘censed at what they claim to be mis- 
statements or distortions of the re- 
cord. He says he has found at least 
15 in the Lane. book. 

In assessing Lane's treatment of 
the subject, Liebeler said he is 
"forced to the conclusion of dis-' 
honesty." He is. kinder to Epstein by 
labeling him merely "incorrect."...- - 
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Liebeler is even wary of published. 

—accounts of the controversy. ia 
8OTAS an example, he cites a wire ser4 
~vice report this week quoting him-e 
‘gaaying autopsy X rays of Presidepy , 

tigation," he said. | | «4 sizy that Oswald had a sight “Liebeler said Epstein | , ‘mounted on a rifle at a dncorrect wheit he _ SUB, iigun shop in suburban Irv. ests that the commissié ‘i bang, indicating he owned 
edttother rifle. ; 
li: 11—Analysis of the teas 
iRimony by Sylvia Odio, 

tpok only 10 weeks ‘for it 
work. He said it basic 
Tasted.at least | sevi 

I did not state that. this 

Mebeler said. 
“"T. did, not an . ti 

oF 

were firé, Santo 
and above for the simple, 
reason I have never. seen; 
the X-rays. M 
"In addition, while I am+ 

not an expert on such mabit 
ters, I doubt that X-raysd 
could show such a thing: 
one way or the other." «7 
‘But Liebeler’ believed!! 

the pictures of the Presit: 
ident's wounds wouldic 
more likely confirm thw 
findings. And he thinks: 
such material, which he: 
understands has been: 
turned over to the Justice ; 
Department by the Kenney 
dy family, should be madgi, 
ayailable to a responsiblgs, 
bedy. tne 
‘He said the commis— 

Ston's working Paper, a 
ngw secreted in the na- 

\eya! archives, may be~- 
\availabl scrutinys! 
‘within dae 709 
“The university will: be 

for funds to permff® 
students to go to Washing? 
tdh to analyze this mater: ' 

‘and perhaps to do furtH-. 
er research in Dallas, Lie 
beler said, en 
‘Besides. reviewing the 

récord, the students mays. 
also interview experts: 
such as pathologists—tos 

gee if some more investiyy 
gation ought to be done, 4 9C 

__, Writing Criticized {2 ! 
But. Liebeler empha- 

sizes that his criticism of 
the commission staff wort 
Was directed’ not at the igue véstigation—which he bet 
liéves was ne ore Ue 
at’ the: writing of the ré port. Le fe Seid 
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7, The time rush basicall#. 
affected how ‘ thé irepo: 
Was written, not the inves. 

kennedy showed all shots fired? 
iit Were from behind arid above” 

wn by the X rays, but rather thee 
as shown by the autopsy itself 

months—and some :fur 
_&t investigations were 

“Hed on even, beyond that, | 
a wa 5) ’ i . 2. ~ 

Gee EIN Th Be: 
nt of Oswald's palm ‘Fe- 
rtedly listed by Dallas 

Police from ‘the underside 
of the rifle which fired caf 

: 
IY. 
tg: 12—Were 
Iohis killer, 

ydnvolved in 

FBI . ‘tests" eydirectly?: 

Rfint had been lifted.’ 

Be eat ee : § i, ai all andisthpo sion's basic inv 1 Faas aie do i Honan: ahaa been comp efend the report on these er investigation Propositions, .. .. - | oY ce ., 14—Where was the bul, 
jet found that’ was TECOVs,. 
“dred after the assassina.; 
tion? Pee ag o> 15 — Medical evidence, 
-Felevant. to the one-bullet 

ca 

mnisl—How did the poling 
'syet the description them 
iswas sent out over the Df glibe radio and whde is thi 
iskelihood that it’ led ‘ 
: Oswald's arrest? Genet} 
3 tréatment by the Warrd \ 
* Teport of eye-witness ident 
gitification of Oswald. + '¢ 
stoi2 — Evidence on Og,)! 
quwald's rifle capability, . | 

Send where is it? . 
‘= "Wrote Chapter _ 
* Liebeler's specific task 

(for the Warren Commis _ 

e the assassination? / 
? X5—“Did Oswald bring the: “fifle into the Texas School 
® bok Depository on Nov. 

» 1963, or at any other . 
tithe? © ° 
ie 8—Was Oswald at’ the 
b Window at the time of the - “dssassination? wit 
' 2°7_Did Oswald kill Off dtr J, D. Tippit? 
ne, 8—What did Oswald do | = "fom 12:30 p.m. to the time.. | fn ©%e was arrested in the j '@Fexas theater? . 
i259 Did Oswald earlier hoot at retired Maj. Gen. 
Edwin A. Walker? ; 

10—Analysis. of the sity 

“~ 

inging about some chang 
ges in the text—althoughy 

' the University of Chicag¢ 
‘law school in 1957, the 35 
'wear-old Liebeler prac- 

T@uggesting that Oswalt, 
"may have been involv 
‘ewith Cubans ina conspitai 

aggrpal 
Oswald and. 
Jack Ruby, 

wénown to each other be 
jsfpre the assassination A! 

any kind of ; 
Heonspiracy, directly or, frst 

-- 13—Make the strongdit 
iat (a)Oswa 

0 ET res in the as- 

tleed. law in New York be» 
fore he was assigned to 
work with the commis- 
sion. He is now in his se- 

cond year as an acting : x - professor at UCLA. ; 
2 wee He believes that’ even 

*#hough not all of the 
evidence introduced — be- 
fore the commission wou 
¢ admissable in a murder 

‘i trial, there probably was. 
sufficient physical i 
evidence to have convict- : 

~ éd Oswald had he lived. i 
: But Liebeler raises ‘a ; 
deeper and perhaps ev: “ 

' More intriguing seston 
in the light of the current 
controversy over free 4 
press and fair trial. : it 

_ Where could Oswal 
“ever have gotten a fair fri- ° 
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